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Everyone is aware of the current widespread concern with, and interest 

in, the topic of productivity. At the macro—economic national level, 

the most important source of increases in real salaries and wages is 

increased productivity. While there is variation among different 

sectors of the economy, economists, on the whole, agree that 

productivity declines have been widespread in Canada, as has been true 

in many Western nations, at least between 1975 and 1981. Hence the 

concern is a very real one, and the income of all Canadians is 

affected by what happens to the country's productivity. 1  

The numbers that enter into the calculations of national productivity 

come from Statistics Canada and are based on surveys of output levels 

of all the major economic sectors and on surveys of the numbers of 

workers in each sector. Dividing the aggregated output level figures 

by the worker population figures yields the gross quantitative measure 

of productivity. Changes in this measure over time provide the index 

of national productivity changes. 

In addition to.the overall productivity index, Statistics Canada 

figures also allow the contributions of each economic sector to the 

larger macroeconomic picture to be evaluated. This leads one to ask 

about the contribution of the federal governmènt to the larger 

picture. Has government productivity been increasing, decreasing or 

has it remained constant? Naively, one could say that it has remained 

constant. However, the reason for that answer is the simple fact that 

there can be no aggregate output count and dollar figure put on the 

products of the federal or other government workers. Therefore, 

Statistics Canada cannot even try to produce such a figure. In the 

calculations by that agency, government productivity is assumed to be 

unchanging. The ratio of output to number of workers is simply held 

constant. At a recent seminar on productivity sponsored by the North 

American Society for Corporate Planning, Bill White, Chief of the 

Research Department of the Bank of Canada suggested, with tongue in 

cheek, that government services are essentially priceless. 1  In a 

literal sense, this is true. Dollar values based - on how much people 

are willing to pay for the work of public servants cannot be 

ascertained. 

1. 	White, W.R. "The meaning and significance of productivity", p.aper 

presented at the North American Society for Corporate Planning 

Inc. seminar, Ottawa, November 8, 1984 
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Since, however, a great deal of government work is office work, this 

suggests the possibility that looking at office work productivity in 

general, regardless of economic sector, might shed some indirect but 

informative light on the productivity of government offices. One 

statistic, widely cited by the technology industry and related 

interests, states that office productivity has risen by only 4% over 

the last ten years while the productivity of the economy as a whole 

has risen by about 20% during the same time period. 

Raymond Panko, a scholar of office work at the University of Hawaii, 

closely examined this 4% figure in a recent publication. 2  One point 

that Panko makes is that, just as for federal government productivity 

in Statistics Canada computations, much  •of the U.S. economy service 

sector outputs are difficult or impossible to measure, hence output is 

arbitrarily set to equal input in productivity calculations by the 

U.S. Bureau of Labor for those sectors. Thus, Panko argues, it 

appears as though office productivity, which is buried in the service 

sector statistics, is low compared to the manufacturing sector, 

. whereas it has been artificially lowered because of the 

impossibilities of measuring outputs. (Panko, anxious to make a 

point, does not suggest the possibility that the statistical manoeuvre 

may have, instead, artificially elevated  office productivity!) 

Apparently, the 4% figure comes from dividing the GNP by the number of 

white collar workers. This calculation can have no validity whatever 

since in large part it just reflects the arbitrary assumption of zero 

growth in the unmeasurable parts of the service sector. 

Panko goes beyond a simple abstract discreditation of the 10 year 4% 

figure. In certain sub—sections of the U.S. federal government (in 

some highly "procedural" offices, a term we will expand on later), 

there are countable outputs and the U.S. Bureau of Labor does examine 

productivity in some of those offices. According to figures for those 

selected government offices,.productivity growth was 1.5% per year 

between 1967 and 1981. This fully equalled the rate of productivity 

growth for the total U.S. economy and, would mean a compound growth of 

about 20% over 10 years, just as is true of the total economy, rather 

than 4%. Panko presents the results of still further calculations of 

his own on these Bureau of Labour figures. He focused on especially 

office—intensive work, eliminating other kinds of operations such as 

printing offices. The surprising figure he calculated for office 

intensive work in this subset of the selected offices in the U.S. 

Labour Bureau's sample, was a productivity growth of 2.8% per year 

between 1967 and 1981, or a 14 year compounded total growth of 48%. 

This is a rather far cry from the 4% over 10 years which has been 

claimed for office productivity. 

2. 	Panko, R. R. "Office work", Office - Technology  and People, 

October, 1984, 205-238 
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While Panko seems to suggest that these calculations (The Labour 
Bureau's and his own) may be an index for office work in general, he 
is not deceived by his own sophistry. These were, after all, highly 
selected offices within the U.S. Federal Government - a subset of a 
subset - and they are not representative offices. In order to 
demolish a myth, Panko has deliberately used similarly fallacious 
logic in the pretense of establishing an equally absurd counter-myth - 
a good debating tactic. 

The important point which Panko forcibly makes, is that macroeconomic 
national figures for white collar or office work cannot be produced 
because of the output measurement problem. After discussing the 
matter with U.S. Bureau of Labour statisticians, Panko concluded as 
follows: 

the-Federal government - provides-no  
data Gm -white - collar, -infarmaLiarr -work-ar --affice 
productl:vit7 -,--nor-carumatturrai—trgnds-- abaut 
whire -collary-infoLmatiorn-wurk-or-afftte 
productivity -tse -camputed - fram - any- FederaI -data". 3  

In other words, the real status of the 10 year 4% figure is not that 
it is quantitatively wrong nor that it cannot be challenged, but that 
it is simply a myth since a national figure cannot be calculated and 
neither can a federal government one, either in the U.S. or in 
Canada. 

It appears then, that no matter how the subject is approached, whether 
directly through Statistics Canada's calculations or indirectly 
through office work in general, no evidence is available to determine 
the status of productivity in government offices. Just because 
evidence is unobtainable, however, does not mean that government 
productivity is not an intimate part of the national macro-economic 
picture. The latter is imperfectly captured by présent methods and, 
given the pervasive and powerful forces of government, it is 
inconceivable that the productivity of government office work is 
without effect. 

On the other hand, national macro-economic considerations are not 
essential for legitimizing concerns with government office 
productivity. The present focus on redliction of the federal deficit 
coupled with the very high costs of office personnel are more than 
ample justification for concern: Today, information workers comprise 
over 50% of the work force and account for over 75% of all salaries 

and wages. Not all of information workers are office workers - the 
statistics include, for example, non-office sales personnel - but 
suitable adjustments to the figures would still leave a substantial 
majority of the economy's salaries and wages in the pockets of office 
workers. 

3. 	Ibid., p.216 
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Regardless of what the historical trends of government office 

productivity are, the search for productivity improvement is impelled 

by deficit reduction and high costs coupled with the promises of new 

office technology. These promises were reCently tested in an 

examination of office productivity at the level of individual 

companies or enterprises. .In his new book, Strassmann 4  presents 

excellent overviews and critiques of many of the approaches, veridical 

and specious, to productivity measurement in office work. Included 

among these approaches is a value-added measure. This measure 

separates out both the management costs (the costs of" 	organizers, 

knowledge workers, information workers, executives, managers and 

administrators" 5 ) and the management contributions to the profit or 

loss figure of an enterprise. The ratio of the revenue contribution 

of management to the cost of management yields a value-added 

managerial productivity measure. 

Strassmann applied this measure to 40 companies from whom data 

relevant to the value-added approach was available. He found that 

capital investments in information technology did not automatically 

yield managerial productivity improvement. Such improvements were 

obtained only in those enterprises with pre-existing superiorities in 

market share, product quality and asset utilization. In companies 

that did not conform to this picture, increasing levels of information 

technology utilization actually yielded declines in managerial 

productivity. 6  

One may argue about the nature of the causal linkeage here - did 

office automation actually lower managerial productivity in companies 

that were in trouble or were the capital cost expenditures on 

information technology just another symptom of poor management in 

companies that were on their way downhill? We can only speculate 

about causal linkeage, but Strassmann's results directly challenge the 

idea that office automation is necessarily the cure for actual or 

suspected low productivity in offices. Instead, his evidence suggests 

that office automation or information technology may serve as an 

amplifier of the economic state of a company and of the effectiveness 

of management. Where a company is in trouble, office technology may 

further aggravate the situation, perhaps by being an expenditure of 

money for something that cannot be effectively used. Where a company 

is in a sound condition, and, presumably, is already well-managed, 

then office technology investment may further enhance that company's 

already good business position. 

4. Strassmann, P.A., Information - Payoff, MacMillan, Inc., 

N.Y., 1985 

5. Strassmann, P.A., "Do machines improve productivity?", Executive  

Newsletter, Office Technology Research Group, June, 1984 

6. 	Ibid. 
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Thus we have seen that not only is it not necessarily true that office 

productivity, in government or in general, is low compared to other 

sectors of the economy, but furthermore, that new office technology 

does not necessarily yield productivity improvement. All of this 

suggests that we need to come to a better understanding of office 

productivity and office work so that intelligent, informed decisions 

about the appropriate involvement of technology can be made. 

Our primary orientation here' is toward government offices. In that 

light, we should say something more about the value-added approach to 

productivity measurement. As Strassman realizes, this approach relies 

completely on marketplace profit and loss considerations (or 

equivalent benchmarks). 7  Such considerations normally do not exist in 

governments. There are, of course, many bottom lines in government work 

but these are not of the profit and loss type. Ultimately, the profit 

or loss bottom line reflects a society's evaluation, in dollar terms, of 

the value of goods or services that a company in the private sector 

produces or provides. Such a metric gives a fundamental discipline to 

all the activities of the private sector. Equivalent sources of 

discipline do exist for governments, but they take quite a different 

form, namely, elaborate checks and balances. 

It is not at all possible to determine a society's evaluation in 

dollar terms of the value of aggregate government output. This 

suggests that the productivity concept, as -we have  leen dealing with  

it up to - this -point, has questionable relevance to government work 

considered as a whole. We have been looking at - the productivity 

concept only as a ratio of output to input, where the output is 

countable and is expressed in dollar or dollar equivalent terms. 

However, the term has come to acquire much wider meaning than is 

stated in the ratio definition. As Pickworth has pointed out in a 

recent extensive literature review of the productivity concept, 

management.scientists and social and behavioural scientists have been 

among the chief groups who have extended the use of the term 

considerably. 8  In these extensions of meaning, other considerations 

besides countable outputs have been subsumed under "productivity". 

These considerations include: product or service quality, 

effectiveness of reaching an organization's goals (doing the right 

thing), and quality of working life. 9  

7. Strassmann, P.A., Infarmation - Payoff, Op.cit., p.147 ff. 

8. " Pickworth, J.R., Productivity-: - Three -  Perspectives, Corporate 

ProduCtivity Research Group of Canada, Toronto, 1983 

9. Tuttle, Thomas C., "Organizational Productivity': A Challenge for 

Psychologists", American - Psychologist, April,  1983, 479-486 
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It is very important to take note of these very commonly used wider 

meanings of "productivity" since confusion and miscommunication are 

everyday occurrences in the literature and in discussions of the 

topic. The realities of government (and other) office work dictate 

that our interest cannot be sensibly confined to the ratio definition 

of productivity. We are really interested im the performance of 

offices and of the people in them, i.e., in both efficiency and 

effectiveness. 1 ° The ratio definition applies exclusively to 

efficiency considerations. 

The semantic confusion is related to a more fundamental confusion 

about the nature of office work. One concept, essential to clarifying 

the nature of office work, is the dimension of procedural versus 

nonprocedural work. Many have written about this dimension, using 

various labels, but we can once more thank Raymond Panko, in another 

publication, for a recent clarification. 11  Panko has been evolving a 

typology of offices. A procedural office (type I in Panko i s 

terminology) is one in which the principal functions can be described 

as the carrying out of sets of explicit steps toward some specified 

end. This would include offices where a single function, say the 

processing of standard forais,  predominates. It would also include 

offices where multiple functions are carried out but where each of 

these dominant functions are still largely procedure bound, as for 

example, in accounting offices. Furthermore, included would be 

offices where the "product" is more customized than is implied by 

standard forms or accounting but where, nonetheless, a procedural 

orientation is dominant. Examples might be contracts administration 

or income tax offices. 

A nonprocedural office (type II in Panko's scheme) is one where the 

achievement of more general missions or goals is the aim. Here, the 

activities engaged in could not be described as a set or sets of 

explicit steps. Very wide discretion as to their activities in the 

office is exercised by the individual workers. Executives, managers, 

professionals and associated support staff are the most frequent 

worker designations found in nonprocedural offices. 

While data processing is aimed at both type I and type II offices, 

traditionally, it has been directed mostly at procedural offices. 

Office automation or office information technology has been typically 

aimed at nonprocedural offices. However, we will depart slightly from 

Panko's model. Rather than procedural and nonprocedural offices, we 

10. Drucker, Peter F., The Effective Executive, Harper & Row, 

N.Y., 1967 

11. Panko, R.R., "38 offices: Analyzing Needs in Individual Offices", 

ACM Transactions -on - Office - Information  - Systems, July, 1984, 

226-234 



will speak of procedural and nonprocedural work. This puts the focus 

on individuals in recognition of the fact that within any given 

office, however "office" is defined, both kinds of activities can and 

do occur. In fact, the work of any one individual usually contains 

both procedural and nonprocedural elements with the proportions of 

these elements varying among persons and jobs. This departure from 

Panko recognizes more clearly that procedural and nonprocedural refers 

te a continuum in the realities of office work, while at the same 

time, it does not preclude the idea that some offices may be 

predominantly procedural and others predominantly nonprocedural. 

The procedural-nonprocedural distinction also has relevance to 

vertical office hierarchies. The work of executives is very largely, 

perhaps exclusively, nonprocedural, independent of the mix in the 

executive's subordinate offices. Managers, depending to some extent 

on their vertical position, might be expected to have more elements of 

procedural work among their responsibilities. While many 

professionals would be doing mostly nonprocedural work, procedural 

elements might be more common than for managers. Support staff would be 

expected to have highly varied work with some individuals among them 

more commonly found in predominately procedural activities. _But the 

situation is very mixed and the relationship between vertical hierarchy 

and proceduralization is a very loose one. 

Another somewhat distorted conception appears to . stem from technology. 

but is  also related to a misunderstanding of office work. The video 

display terminal with keyboard is becoming one of the icons of our age. 

The implication, nurtured by advertising, is that this magic box is a 

cornucopia, delivering an inexhaustible array of completed office work 

with minimal human intervention. The underlying idea is that both 

office work and the technology are each highly unitary. Actually, the 

technology is really a class of technologies encompassing diverse 

elements such as keyboards, keypads, scanners, sensors, computers, 

disks, tapes, other memory devices, coaxial and optical fibres, 

netwOrks, cathode ray and other displays, printers and copiers. These 

elements are united, of course, by the concept of "information", and 

this concept has become a compelling new taxonomical category, 

permeating deeply and significantly restructuring areas as different as 

mechanical engineering, biology and psychology. 

At a certain level of abstraction, the concept of information does 

describe what goes on in offices. However, this concept also encourages 

a false stereotype of office work. It overlooks the enormous diversity 

in office events and discourages embarking on the extremely difficult 

task of office work analysis, especially regarding nonprocedural work. 
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Even something seemingly simple as word-processing activity, most 

usually a support staff function, cannot be understood without taking 

full account of the total context in which it occurs. Word-processing 

is quite different in a predominantly nonprocedural office than the 

same activity in a procedure-bound office such as a word-processing 

pool. In the pool, this activity would account for the majority of 

the working time of a word-processing operator. The ratio concept of 

productivity would apply. A line or page count of processed text 

could be taken as a meaningful output measure and dollar values could 

be attached. Output norms could be established and any individual 

worker's performance could be assessed by reference to these norms. 

Different kinds of equipment, environmental configurations and so on 

could be sensibly compared by their effects on the output levels. 

But in a mostly nonprocedural office, word-processing activity would 

more usually occur as only one part of a large variety of activities. 

The same person or persons who did the word-processing might also be 

involved in face-to-face communications, using the telephone, reading 

documents, writing, copying, record keeping, calculating and 

tabulating, filing, research, mail handling, proofreading, collating 

and sorting, keeping calendars, using a computer and so on. These 

activities are probably typical of the mix of different things that 

support staff do in predominantly nonprocedural  offices 'or  when their 

work is closely tied to nonprocedural workers. 

The fact of this great mix of activities will often mean that ratio-

measured efficiency gains due to word-processing are quite trivial in 

the context of support staff jobs in nonprocedural offices. Even if 

word-processing did produce demonstrable time savings over typewriting 

for support staff in a given instance, this may have little desirable 

effect unless this saved time is suitably translated into enhanced 

performance in other worthwhile activities. More usually, the real 

performance improvements attributable to word-processing done by 

support staff is not in the support work at all, but rather in the 

work of the professionals, managers and executives who originate the 

word-processed textual material. Typically, word-processing gives 

these text originators enormously valued capabilities such as seeing 

rough drafts in printed form, and the freedom to revise and polish 

their material without any need to be concerned about support staff 

time and effort. This time and effort is minimal once original entry 

has been done and this - is clearly a benefit for support staff directly 

as well as for text originators. Revisions can continue to be made to 

within minutes of deadlines. Word-processing has been widely and 

enthusiastically adopted and, in most cases, both originators and 

support staff would mutiny at the threat of reinstating the type-

writer. The writing process of the originator is altered, the quality 

of the product is changed and the quality of working life of both 

writers and support staff may be enhanced. When we start considering 

even further effects beyond originators and support staff, for 

example, on the recipients of documents, the absurdity of trying to 

1 
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justify word-processing by a ratio concept of productivity applied to 

the immediate users of the technology, namely support staff, becomes 

even more clearly evident. 

This is not to suggest that performance enhancements at the support 

staff level, considered in isolation, are trivial. In fact, the very 

aetivities listed above as typical of support work in highly 

nonprocedural offices are ones which can be directly and significantly 

impacted by many of the functions available in office automation 

technology. A number of researchers have concluded that secretarial and 

other support jobs are the ones where performance gains are most easily 

and rapidly achieved by office information systems. 12  Such performance 

gains would be, in part, efficiency gains, translatable, in some 

circumstances, into reductions in the number of support.staff needed. 

But effectiveness translations are quite likely too. New things may be 

done or old things done better than previously. Work may become highly 

transformed so that a set of jobs may come to bear only remote 
4 resemblance to equivalent jobs of the past. Peitchinis 13 , 1 has argued 

that such transformations were, contrary to popular opinion, as much the 

norm in the industrial economy as they are in the information economy 

and that forecasts of job losses  due  to the new technology are based on 

faulty reading of both history and current evidence. 15  

Once again, as in. our simple example of word-processing, the 

complexities of the total situation must be taken into account. Thus, 

it is quite unrealistic to treat any occupational group, such as support, 

staff, in isolation, since technology or other work transforming events 

are organization and perhaps society-wide in their effects and are not 

only or necessarily predominantly group specific. Bearing this in mind, 

it is nonetheless interesting to look at the expected direct effects on 

hierarchical groups since this helps us to appreciate the too-frequently 

overlooked realities and complexities of office work. 

12. Bikson, T.K. & Gutek, B.A. ."Advanced office systems: an empirical 

look at utilization and satisfaction", Rand Note, Rand 

Corporation, Santa Monica, California, February, 1983 

13. Peitchinis, S.G. "Microelectronic technology and employment: micro 

and macro effects", Dept -. of -  Sociology-Workshap -,--Information 

Technol-ogy- and -Canadian - Society, Queen's University, Kingston, 

May 5-7, 1982 

14. Peitchinis, S.G. "Employment in the evolving information economy", 

The - Information -Ecanomy -r--- Its - Implicatiens -foT - Canada's 

Industrial —Strategy, The Royal Society of Canada, - Ottawa, 

June, 1984 	. 

15. Grusec, T. "Employment effects of information technology", 

Proceedings:'of -theYInternational - Seminar - on -Technology, 

Innovation - and- Soctal - Change, Carleton .  University, Ottawa, 

October, 1984 
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As we move upward in the usual hierarchy, the realization and 

demonstration of direct performance improvements becomes progressively 

more difficult than for support staff. Let's take people who would be 

designated as professionals. These would include: accountants, 

architects, engineers, computer specialists, foresters, lawyers, 

librarians, curators, physical scientists, life scientists, operation 

researchers, personnel specialists, health professionals, social 

scientists, counsellors, writers, mathematicians and statisticians. 

Each of these, any many more, will be found in both government and 

private sector offices. While some aspects of some of their work will 

be procedural, the bulk of what they do is usually quite 

nonprocedural. The very list of professions clearly suggests the 

great diversity in the kinds of work done in offices by members of 

different professional groups. Even within any one designated 

profession there is great variety in the kind of work done in 

different economic sectors, work situations and offices. 

It might be noted that the personal computer, which we can consider to 

be one element of office automation, has had its greatest acceptance 

by professionals. Even as a stand-alone, non-communicating device, 

the personal computer has provided much welcomed functionality e.g., 

. spreadsheet functions for accountants and administrators, 

text-processing for writers and other text-generating professionals, 

computation for statisticians, social scientists, engineers and 

others. Decentralized, local, personal control over computer use has 

been one of the most important characteristics, for professionals, of 

the personal computer. 

It is probably very unlikely, in nonprocedural work, that office 

automation will result in reductions of staff at the professional 

level. Any efficiency gains which lead to time-savings in an activity 

are probably quickly absorbed by expanded efforts in other directions. 

Most professionals, and this is equally true of managers and 

executives, are responsible and accountable for accomplishments and 

goal achievements, and not for the activities or behaviours which are 

used to effect those achievements. This is a key point which 

virtually defines nonprocedural work and places it out of reach of any 

output/input ratio definition of productivity. 

If we proceed further up the hierarchy to managers and executives, the 

complexities of office work increase even further. The end goals to 

be achieved are more global and abstract than at lower levels. More 

than a dozen studies have shown that a very large proportion of time 

is spent by managers and executives in communication activities 

including telephone use, face-to-face contact and writing. Such 

communication activities were also found to occur with very high 

frequency for professionals. Professionals spend about half their 

total time in communicating, and that tends to be distributed equally 

between writing and verbal contact (face-to-face and telephone). 
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Managers and executives spend up to 80% of their time communicating 

and about 2/3 of that is verbal contact. 16  

Given the very high amounts of time spent in communication activities 

by this group, the question becomes what is all this communication 

about? The classical view of managerial and executive work was that 

their time was spent in planning, organizing, coordinating and 

controlling; all highly rational-sounding activities that implied much 

deliberative thought. What we may call the neo-classical view was 

best articulated by Henry Mintzberg in the mid 70's. 17  Mintzberg 

summarized the research of many others as well as contributing 

empirical studies of his own. The description of managerial work 

which Mintzberg articulated will not surprise managers or executives 

themselves nor those who have close encounters with this group. 

Rather than the classical view with its implication of rational, 

reflective thought, systematic planning, and concern with accurate, 

aggregated hard information, the empirical studies reveal a sharply 

contrasting picture. Managers and executives tend to work at a very 

unrelenting pace and as a rule their attention is continually 

disrupted by ongoing events rather than being focussed for any length 

of time on any one event. Thus brevity, variety and discontinuity 

characterize their.  contact  with events.. They are strongly action 

oriented and dislike prolonged reflection. Very great stress in their 

work activities is in verbal rather than in written; or document-

oriented contact, as the time studies Showed, and over 90% of the 

ongoing verbal contacts are ad hoc, closely related to very specific 

issues rather than open-ended or general in nature. • They are 

continually responding to ongoing, very dynamiç pressures and are 

involved in live rather than delayed action. Plans exist mostly in 

their heads rather than on paper and are undergoing continual 	. 

modification in a dynamic environment. •Their concern is mostly with 

soft information rather than with hard, archival data and this 

probably explains why formal management information systems have had 

only limited success with this group. 

Archival, digested, hard information is, for these:people, dead 

information, reflecting the past and not the present dynamic, 

future-oriented situation. Gossip, hearsay and rumours are far more 

important than hard data becausethey reflect live, ongoing reality 

rather than past history. A hot ruMourabout a peer, can immediately 

lead to a complete re-ordering of priorities, something a well thought 

out, cogent document prepared with weeks of hard labour by a 

Panko, R.R. "Office Work", Op.cit., p.221 ff. 

17. Mintzberg, H. "The manager's job: folklore and fact", 

Harvard  Business-Review, July, 1973 
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subordinate might never do. Timely information is more important than 

accurate information. Strategic data is mostly in the head, not in•

files or computers and this often results in a reluctance to delegate 

since a non-existent file cannot be handed over to someone else. A 

sufficiently complete memory dump cannot be done and there is no time 

to even attempt a partial one. Mintzberg formulated 10 roles that 

managers and executives have within the categories of interpersonal, 

informational and decision roles. We will not list the 10 here but 

the important thing is that they are all highly interdependent and 

inseparable and mostly require personal contact rather than 

technologies. 

-Subsequent research on this eroup of workers has largely confirmed the 

picture that Mintzberg drew.i 8  For instance, a recent article by 

Daniel Isenberg stressed the role of inituitive thinking, rather than, 

or at least in concert with clearly reflective or rational thinking in 

the typically highly ambiguous situation that managers and executives 

are in. 19  

Now given all that, how do you interface a manager or executive 

directly with an office information or office automation system? One 

answer given has been "not very well". Recent surveys have clearly 

shown that the penetration of information systems or office automation 

has been least with managers and executives. 20  Some have suggested 

that reluctance to keyboard or insufficient time to master complex 

systems is the reason. The view I would defend is that such systems 

are simply far less suitable for the nature of the job than they are for 

jobs at lower levels (i.e., for professionals and support staff). It is 

entirely possible, as some might suggest, that the nature of the job may 

change under the impact of new systems. But it is difficult to see how 

this might be so. As Mintzberg has suggested, the picture of executive 

and managerial work has not changed much for at least 100 years, or even 

much longer, despite all manner of intervening organizational and 

societal changes. 21  

What would be the sources of enhanced performance for managers and 

executives? Take communications for  example, which this group does a 

lot of. Most of these communications are with organizational peers 

and subordinates, about equally with each of these two groups, and 

18. Impaots -of - Office -Autamation: -The - Individual, 	the -Work - Group and 

the - Organization, The Diebold Group, Inc., New York, May, 1984. 

19. Isenberg, D.J. "How senior managers think", Harvard Business  

Review, Nov-Dec,  1.984 

20. The Diebold Group, Op.cit. 

21. Mintzberg, Op.cit. 
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somewhat less with superiors. Peers, subordinates and superiors are 

usually people within easy physical proximity. Furthermore the kind 

of communication done requires full human dynamics which are possible 

only with face-to-face or telephone contact. The loss of important 

cues about the feelings and intuitions of others which many electronic 

systems (like teleconferencing) entail will not be tolerated. Indeed, 

rather than work at home, which some have suggested is a possible 

potential implication of electronic systems, more penetrating analyses 

of office work may more clearly reveal why physical proximity and 

face-to-face contact is so important, especially in nonprocedural 

work. The usual fast changing dynamics of nonprocedural work may 

largely dictate the continued existence of centralized offices. 

The general picture, then, is that in terms of direct use, electronic 

systems for nonprocedural work seem best suited for support staff and 

also for some important aspects of professional work but less so for 

managerial and executive levels. But above, we implied that direct 

use is a grossly faulty way of viewing office automation. Especially 

in nonprocedural work, the total context is where the real effects are 

manifest and not only, and perhaps not even primarily, at the level of 

the direct user. As we saw, a whole office or organization is the 

beneficiary of word-processing, not just thé word-processing operator. 

The same can be said of all the other major electronic information 

system capabilities: messaging, decision support, conferencing, 

storage and retrieval and personal support. And so, executives and 

managers are very much beneficiaries, probably the major 

beneficiaries, of office automation. The fact that, due to the 

inherent nature of their jobs, they will probably not interface 

directly with electronic systems, or may do so to only a minor extent, 

has absolutely nothing to do with their benefits from these systems, 

whoever the direct users are. 

Two sets of important implications follow from the foregoing. One . has 

to do with cost justification; the other with determining needs and 
with system implementation. Regarding cost justification, any attempt 

to treat the new office technologies, or other innovations, - 

exclusively at the local lever of immediate, direct users may be 

severely misguided and especiàlly so with nonprocedural work: As we 

suggested, even at the single 'function level of word-processing, the 

major benefits may not be at the level of the immediate user, the 

operator of the equipment. Attempts to measure only that person's 

output ignore the effects on the total job of that person, which may 

be very complex in a nonprocedural office, and ignore the effects on 

text originators who may be major beneficiaries. The real benefits 

may. lie in the transformation of the jobs and work processes of both 

word-processing operators  and originators, and beyond those levels-, in 

the jobs and processes of all those who are direct recipients of the 

documents as well as of others who are affected by the documents. 
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This general picture of wide-spread effects is even more true of the 

multiple functions of more advanced office systems than it is of word-

processing. 

This should not be misconstrued as implying that the individual user 

level is never important. There will be no shortage of instances 

where performance enhancements at the level of the individual office 

worker will have very high payoffs for an organization. Our comments 

above, about the personal computer and its success with professionals, 

fall in this category. 

Our plea is that justification of systems should take full account of 

the realities of the specific office and organizational situation and 

that analyses should be oriented at the pertinent beneficiaries, be 

they primarily single persons or wider networks of workers. The 

ratio concept of productivity and its implied output count is 

meaningful only for very highly procedural work and can have no 

validity for dominantly nonprocedural work. The latter, today, 

accounts for the majority of office workers, even those in jobs which 

contain many procedural elements. The office is no longer mostly a 

factory. This will pose great difficulties for, or even make 

impossible, attempts at quantification of benefits by simple 
formulae. 

The simplest version of the cost-benefit approach is one of the 

casualties of this new reality. In that approach it was often the 

case that end products or outputs could be considered to be constant. 

Assuming this constancy, one could then compare the costs of 

alternative ways of achieving the outputs. Thus, cost saving alone 

was the basis for decision. The real effects of the new technologies, 
however, are broadly transformative. Not only are the office 

processes and jobs actually or potentially greatly altered, but the 

outputs are too. Even a word-processed document is frequently a 

qualitatively different document than a typed one because of its 

higher polish due to increased numbers of iterations. Output 

qualities are even more dramatically changed by other office 

automation functions. Once again we are faced with the virtual 

impossibility of assigning dollar values to outputs or benefits. 

We must be cautious, then, of any well-intentioned but ill-considered 

insistence that the new technologies be evaluated by now-inappropriate 

criteria whose relevance is purely historical. Such insistence could, 

at the least, result in distorted analyses and reports of benefits. 

At worst, if implementation of systems is made contingent exclusively 

on demonstrated ratio productivity gains, such insistence may severely 

inhibit the achievement of true performance improvements and may 

foster stagnation in government processes and outputs. 
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Turning to user needs and implementation considerations, it is 

unfortunately true that the faulty understanding of office work has 

bred faulty modes of office work analysis. The dominant mode of 

analysis tries to treat all office work as though it was procedural. 

Thus, the analytic focus is an overt, easily measured behaviour rather 

than on what goals are being addressed; on activity diaries and 

questionnaires rather than on understanding why the activities are 

done; on suggesting electronic substitutes for the ways things are 

done rather than on rethinking and restructuring work so that optimal 

use can be made of the electronic potential. This procedural approach 

is a conceptual limiting factor underlying the still slow progress 

toward the so-called office of the future. 

The limitations of the procedural approach are best illustrated with 

reference to managerial and executive work. The number of phone calls 

made, number of documents produced, number of meetings attended, 

amount of time spent travelling, and so on, have little relevance for 

what managers and executives are trying to accomplish. These are 

quantity counts and are suitable only in highly procedural work, where 

the essence of the job is making phone calls or producing documents, 

as might be done by a telephone operator or someone in a word-

processing pool. For an executive, an electronic message may not be 

an acceptable substitute for an incompleted phone call. Secretaries, 

at the executive level, do very well at receiving and transmitting 

messages in a far more informative way than can be done by 

electronics. Fast access to data banks is not of much interest to 

executives since they mostly want very current, live, soft even if 

inaccurate data, and not hard, historical ones. Tales abound in the 

rumours and literature about electronic systems which failed to be 

accepted because the conceptions and measures of various kinds of 

analysts failed to produce truly useful systems. Managers and 

executives and the professionals and support staff closely associated 

with them do not follow specifiable procedures that can be turned into 

computer algorithms. 

Generally the behavioural, procedural mode of analysis is linked with 

the idea of substitution rather than of transformation. Face-to-face 

speech, telephony, handwriting, paper, books etc., each have unique 

properties that will not be substituted for by electronics. The new 

office technologies will certainly affect these older Modes but not in 

any simple substitutive way. Rather, these newer modes will add to 

the armamentarium of tools and techniques by providing new unique 

capabilities and thus they will change the total spectrum and mix of 

work modes. 

The problem then is, if not substitution, how does one proceed co meet 

real needs with the new technologies? 
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Research has shown that potential users of electronic systems 

themselves tend to think of very mundane applications for their own 

use because it is very difficult for anyone to break out of ways of 

thinking based on their current modes of work. Furthermore, there can 

be great communication problems between analysts and potential users. 

People can have great difficulties envisaging the uses of technologies 

they have had little or no experience with. Also, many models of 

office work, for example, that the essence of offices is 

communication, are, at best only partial truths and do not provide 

much guidance. Some, so-called improvements may be quite real but 

quite trivial if they do not impact appreciably on missions and goals. 

In many cases, efficiency gains do not simply translate into increased 

effectiveness as they might do in procedural work. 

The literature does suggest that the need for better conceptualization 

is being felt and that new analytic techniques are being brought to 

bear on nonprocedural work. 22  Such techniques include group workshop 

approaches, critical success factor methods, 23  expert panel 

techniques, and dynamic cross-impact analyses. Some of these methods 

require considerable social science expertise and intense, extended 

interactions with potential system users. And so they are 

considerably more complex than the activity and behavioural analyses 

of the procedural work approaches. But, of course, the complexities 

of nonprocedural work dictate that realistic needs analyses will be 

complex. Ultimately, only potential users really understand their 

missions and goals and analysts may, at their best, be catalysts for 

discovery rather than prescribers of systems. 

It should be kept in mind too, that even a successful performance 

enhancing system installation, based on a very sophisticated needs 

analysis, may often be only a first step in nonprocedural work 

transformation. Needs change as soon as new capabilities are at hand 

and a gradual approach based on a series of iterations may become the 

normal and expected course of office evolution in the wake of 

technology. This is partly because of the complexities of 

nonprocedural work, but also because the technologies themselves are 

still in a developmental mode. For example, networking elements, 

which must rely heavily on not-yet agreed upon international 

standards, are among the crucial missing elements before effective 

communications among geographically widespread multi-function 

workstations can be fully realized. 

In some cases, an exploratory approach has been adopted by some 

government groups. In this approach, off-the-shelf technology is 

purchased or leased on a small scale for a trial run. This may very 

22. Johansen, R.A & Baker, E. "User needs workshops: a new approach 

to anticipating user needs for advanced office systems, Office  

TechnoIogy- and - People, April, 1984, 103-119 

23. Rockart, J.E. "Chief executives define their own data needs", 

Harvard - Business -Review, March-April, 1979, 81-93 
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well be a viable alternative or addition to a formal needs analysis. 

At the very least, this kind of approach yields hands-on experience. 

Extended over a sufficient period of time, this hands-on experience 
may lead to a better initial conceptualization of needed functionality 

of at least the first system to be installed after the trial run, on 

the way to successive iterations towards some ultimate system that 

will yield truly viable performance enhancements in office work. 

An evolutionary approach with successive iterations over time will 

allow the fact that needs and functionality change with the 

introduction of office automation technology to be fully taken into 

account. Furthermore, if early iterations provide truly useful, 

performance enhancing systems, no matter how limited they may be, the 

motivating effect due to that usefulness may set up a highly welcome 

climate for further system evolution. 

Some observers envisage a general evolution in office automation 

towards an architecture that would have three tiers. 24  The individual 

worker would have a work station that could provide personal computing 

functions including word processing, personal files, personal 

databases, personal administrative and communications capabilities. A 

second tier might be called the "office system" and would provide 

electronic mail, group filing, shared administrative support, shared 

communications and access to other shared features or devices. The 

third tier would tie into larger mainframe computers for corporate 

database access, large scale computing and access to large 

communication networks. This architecture is technological and bears 

no necessary relationship to vertical organizational hierarchies. 

Such architectural views raise the question of •  the relationship 

between office automation and data processing. The literature does 

suggest some turf battles between office automation and data 

processing. -The former has been focused on communications, personal 

computers, decentralization and nonprocedural work, while the latter, 

at least in the past, has dealt mostly with large, centralized 

computers, corporate data and procedural work. Ultimately, these turf 

battles must be resolved towards integrated information systems in 

which the various elements are all merged as the architectural view 

presented suggests that they should be. In terts of present control, 

surveys have shown that data processing personnel are generally in 

overall control, with the comparatively smaller office automation 

staffs, where the exist at all, reporting to data processing 

departments. 25  Looked at closely, there really is no dividing line 

between data processing and office automation. The differing emphases 

are entirely complementary. 

24. Wohl, A. Presentation at the Society for Office Automation 

Professionals, Ottawa, October 24, 1984.  

25. Diebold Group, Op.cit. 
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This complementarity exists on the technology side. However, unlike 

traditional data processing, office automation cannot be imposed on 

nonprocedural workers. Nonprocedural work is heavily discretionary 

and cannot be mandated as to the form it will take for any individual. 

The responsibilities of nonprocedural workers is for accomplishing 

missions and goals and not for the means or procedures they use for 

those accomplishments. It is sometimes said that people resist new 

technologies. There may be some modicum of truth in that, for some 

people. But more usually, "resistance" is a label used by 

technochauvinists who believe that their technologies are so wonderful 

that a defect must exist in people who won't use them. It is far more 

likely that functionality deficits in the technologies explain non-use 

or so-called "resistance". 24  Truly useful systems will be used. 

Concentration on learning how to meet user needs is one of the most 

important continuing contributions of office automation specialists. 

Another important point is that the short and even medium term may 

show, office performance decrements rather than benefits. For one 

thing, presuming that an office or organization will proceed down an 

evolutionary path, early stages along that path may, at best, yield 

only minimal payoffs with very little impact on mission 

accomplishment. Another consideration is that learnine to use a new 

system may take very much longer than anyone expects. 2)  This learning 

process takes place at both the individual and organizational levels. 

Not only can individual user learning at the system software level 

take much longer than anyone anticipates, but the subsequent 

integration of that learning into the jobs of individuals and into 

group and organizational processes can be very prolonged. We are 

speaking here of months, perhaps even years, during which mission-

accomplishing performance may decline from pre-implementation levels. 

Planning must take these realities into account or else the 

frustrations attending initial decrements may lead to abandonment 

before long term benefits can be realized. The cost justification 

process has to take this temporal view into account too. Even if 

fully appropriate means for evaluating gains are available, these 

gains may not be evident for a long time. 

Another point concerns assessment activity. Too often, such activity 

is initiated too late to capture critical events and changes. 

Planning should include initiating assessment work well before 

24. Hammer, M. "Office automation - a new view", Concepts, Winter, 

1984; "The OA mirage", Datamation, February, 1984 

25. Grusec, T. "A case study in managing technology transitions: 

replacing older with more efficient, but functionality similar 

new machines", Dept. of Communications, Ottawa, October, 1982 
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implementation, preferably during, and as part of initial needs 

analysis. Only then can appropriate baseline measures be taken to 

serve as reference points which can be vital to ongoing monitoring of 

changes as well as to ultimate demonstration of benefits. 26  Just as 

office automation systems must, to a significant extent, be tailored . 
to the unique characteristics of a given office situation, so must 

assessment and measurement be tailored. An additional complicating 

factor in assessment is that it must be of sufficient scope to try to 

capture unexpected benefits and disbenefits. 

It is becoming increasingly recognized that office automation is a 
part of a large scale change in the way most work is done. The 

ultimate justification will be that using advanced office technologies 
is simply part of a much better way of doing work in government and 
elsewhere - better by most criteria including efficiency, 

effectiveness, quality of working life, service to clients, etc. At 
least, this is the vision driving most office technology enthusiasts. 

26. Grusec, T.,& Park, N. "Piloting office systems -  a  users' 
perspective,  Praceedings af- the -Twelfth - Annual - Canadian  
Conference -on - Infarmation - Science, Canadian Association for 
Information Science, May, 1984 
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